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1.Product Introduction

You can rest assured to buy customized 12 Colors Pearl Metallic Color from us. We look forward to cooperating
with you, if you want to know more, you can consult us now, we will reply to you in time! Shiny metallic colour,
suitable for light and dark paper.Can be blended perfectly to create a full range of metallic colours 12Colors
pearl metallic solid watercolor contains the following:
red, green, orange, pink, yellow, green yellow, blue, purple, sky blue, white, brown,black. High saturation, Great
water-solubility, Vibrant colors, Paint more layers to get better effect if needed.
Size: 23x10x2.3cm
Products include:
1 x 12 colour metal watercolour
2 x water brush
Contains high light resistant metal color block X12, foundation water pen X1, mixed palette.

2.Product Parameter (Specification)

Product name: 12 colors pearl metallic color Color: 12colors

Capacity: 3ml Usage: Art painting

Age: Over 36months Single size: 30mm

Material: Non-toxic Color Paint OEM/ODM: acceptable

Shape: round Place of Origin: Zhejiang,China

Advantage: free samples/fast delivery time/ Weight: 144.8g

Package： Opp bags/pvc bag/color box/display/plastic box Painting Medium： 230*100*23mm

12 Colors Pearl Metallic Color

Thanks to purchase our 12 colors pearl metallic color.we will
offer you the best service and timely delivery.
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3.Product Feature And Application

Sparkling and vibrant colors: Unique metallic watercolors infused with shimmering pigments provide a glossy liquid
metal surface. Unique glitter effect:Pre-mixed with glitter media to give your artwork a particularly prominent
metallic and glitter effect.High quality material: mixed with high quality pigments, with excellent diffusion properties,
very suitable for mixed use.
12 colors pearl metallic color Durable painting: Designed to withstand direct sunlight, won't fade or fade, and dries
super fast while maintaining the quality of your artwork. Easy to disassemble and replace: Different colours are
placed in individual small removable boxes so youcan arrange any colour you want. Small and portable: the small
size is easy to carry, suitable for the use of paint anytime and anywhere.
12 colors pearl metallic color Safe: Every color in this metallic watercolor palette is certified and safe for artists of
all ages.

4.Product Details

Conforms to ASTM D4236 & EN71. Recommended Age Rage: 3 Years & Up. What are you waiting for? Unleash
the art potential of your little artists!


